
 

 
Help The Earth 

By Jayvon                                              
   Do you like skiing, sledding or swimming? Well the way the world is right now we 
might not be able to do these activities anymore unless we act now! The earth is getting 
warmer and we are getting less snow each year.The climate Vermont depends on is 
changing. I just learned that in the past hundred years birds are now laying their eggs a 
month earlier. The snow was gone about a month too early this year. All of this is 
happening because of global warming and climate change. But we can help change this 
by doing things like shutting off lights, recycling, and shutting off the water when you're 
not using it. Sadly we are running out of time to “Be the Change”. 
   The first Earth Day took place April 22 in the 1970s and it was started by a man 
named Senator Nelson. He saw that Asia’s water was filthy and so was the air as well 
as the land. Senator Nelson figured out if the people knew what was happening to the 
Earth,  people would want to pitch in to help clean the land. After the rest of the world 
heard about Earth Day it became a national holiday, so it would keep inspiring people to 
clean the earth. 
   The Earth is warming up because of greenhouse gasses that are trapping in 
heat.Antarctica is melting because of this. And it's mostly humans to blame. Global 
warming happens because of deforestation, oil drills, fossil fuel, making energy, cattle 
“farts” and other things that have nothing to do with humans.Burning fossil fuels 
releases carbon dioxide into the air. Carbon dioxide and methane make a blanket 
around the Earth which heats up the Earth too much. What can we do? Some of the 
things we can do are simple : recycle, compost, turn off the lights, turn off the water, 
play outside, and not use your car as much.     
   The Earth is warming because of something called greenhouse gas. So think about 
this, greenhouses are made of glass. The sun ray hits the glass, the greenhouse traps 
the heat so it gets warm and the plants can grow all winter. So this is kind of what's 
happening to Earth. The gas from pollution and smoke  adds to the gas around the 
Earth and traps the heat in and makes the earth warm. We should plant more trees 
since they take in carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. 
   I love Vermont and I hope you will pitch in to clean and help make the world a better 
place. So we can live in a clean world and keep doing the activities we love to do. Even 
the smallest things can help. I am trying to help by picking up trash, recycling, 
composting, and reusing things so they don’t go in the dump. I love Earth! I love 
Vermont and I want kids to be able to ski, sled and swim forever. 
 

 
 
 




